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Leather. Cushion Type. Insole. Product Id. 9597954. Shipping
Weight. 0.25lbs. Transit Time: 1 business day (if shipped by
Standard Ground) Buyers love our affordable skate shoe. It
has a 6mm heel stack and is a great option for skating. The
stiff supportive upper is great for jumping and flipping. It also
has a grippy outsole for landing. It comes in 7 sizes and is
available in black, camo, red and white. Black and camo are
limited. Product Reviews Mood Mural Don’t be fooled by the
light color. These shoes are more grayish than they are black.
But they are definitely solid. A good workout shoe for those
who need to exercise on concrete. Overall Good Shoes! After
I had a chance to try on a pair of the D-Pace Shoes, I was in
love with them! They are very comfy, fit great, and they are
designed for a lot of outdoor and indoor activities. I wore
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them on some sidewalks and they did fine. I also wore them to
my dance class and my hip hop group and they felt
comfortable, especially in the high heels. I have not tried them
on the board yet, but they seem to be great! Thanks! (Posted
on 6/4/2016) Great for skateboarders Pros: Comfortable
(Posted on 5/31/2016) Best Shoe for Skateboarding (Posted
on 5/28/2016) great shoes for for skateboarders These are
really comfortable shoes for skateboarding. I wear a size 13
and the size 11 fit perfectly. They are sturdy so they are great
for skateboarding and I don't have to worry about them falling
off or anything like that. (Posted on 5/27/2016) True to Size I
purchased these to use with my skateboard and they are very
true
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